The phasing effect of the slot/magnet combination on rigid-elastic vibration is addressed by incorporating the cyclic symmetry of permanent magnet (PM) motors. Expanding research is also carried out to achieve more general findings in rotary powertransmission systems widely available in practical engineering. To these aims, modelfree analysis is used to deal with the effect via superposition treatment. The results imply that the vibration induced by temporal-spatial excitation can be classified into rotational, translational, and balanced modes, all of which have rigid and elastic vibrations having specific base and/or contaminated deflections, and the elastic vibration can be of the standing, forward traveling, and backward traveling waves. These modes can be suppressed or excited depending on whether particular algebraic relationships are satisfied by slot/magnet combination, excitation order, and base and contaminated wave numbers. Since the analysis is independent of any models, specified magnetic force, and rigidelastic vibration, analytical results regarding the expected relationships can be naturally created due to the structural and force symmetries of the PM motors. Because of this, similar results can be found for other rotary systems basically consisting of a rotary rotor and a stationary stator both having equally-spaced features, apart from the PM motors, typically including the turbine machines having fluid field and planetary gears with a mechanical contact. As an engineering application, the proposed method can serve as a fundamental tool when predicting or even suppressing the possible excitations associated with particular vibration modes in the mechanical and electrical designs of the symmetric systems. The superposition effect and analytical predictions are verified by the finite element method and strict comparisons against those from disk-shaped structures in an existing study.
Introduction
PM motors are increasingly being used in high-performance applications due to energy efficiency, high power density, high reliability, and good controllability over a wide range of speeds. Despite these advantages, annoyed vibration is one of the major concerns, especially when magnetic force frequencies match one or more natural frequencies. This work is originated from the need to predict and suppress the magnetically induced vibration and achieve more general results with regard to the vibration nature of such cyclically symmetric power-transmission systems.
Traditional methods for reducing vibration include skewed slot/ magnet, auxiliary slot, unequally spaced magnet, and slot/magnet combination. The last one has been well examined [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , where the focus is generally on the phasing effect of slot/magnet combination on the cogging torque (CT) and unbalanced magnetic force (UMF) normally using rigid-body assumption. Among these, Hanselman [6] was the first to employ a superposition treatment by using concentrated magnetic force. In a recent past, the authors of this work studied the rigid vibration induced by multifrequency excitations and proved rotational, translational, and balanced modes [11] . Besides, Rahman and Lieu [12] modeled stator as an axisymmetric ring and examined magnetically induced traveling force. While the existing literature provides extremely valuable insights into vibration nature, rigid-or nearly elastic-body assumption renders many of the existing models incapable of predicting the response precisely due to stronger magnet as well as smaller air gap, which makes it even more important to address the tuning effect.
A search throughout the literature reveals that some researchers have taken the elasticity into account. Chen et al. [13] utilized an elastic shell to simulate a slotted stator and obtained the relationships between a slot/magnet combination and dominant vibration. Based on mechanical and magnetic symmetries, the authors of this work investigated the relationships using the superposition treatment [14] . Jang and Lieu [15] employed the finite element method to deal with the stator's response with an aim to examine the vibration source and its transmission through the stator to the surrounding system. These results contribute to the clarification of the elastic vibration nature, but the stator and rotor are normally assumed to be axisymmetric, and thus each vibration mode has distinct or degenerate eigenvalues, which can be expressed as a pure harmonic wave. However, very often the PM motors in practice have slots facing an air gap and structural irregularities, such as uneven mass and stiffness, even including intentional cases, such as the three mounting points upon stator [15] , leading to asymmetrical dynamic behaviors and, for instance, causing an enriched frequency spectrum [16, 17] . Further, degenerate frequencies can split, and vibration modes may be contaminated instead of the assumed pure harmonic.
The frequency splitting and mode contamination are key issues discussed in the existing literature available on this subject [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Wickert and colleagues [18] [19] [20] [21] studied disk-shaped periodic structures using the perturbation method, and found that if the feature number N is even, the contaminated wave orders on the n base wave number can be defined as those m satisfying the criterion jn6mj ¼ N, 2N, 3N,… for repeated modes, and m ¼ N, 2N, 3N,… for splitting modes. Wu and Parker [22] studied ringshaped structures by using the perturbation and Galerkin analysis and obtained the corresponding splitting and contamination criteria. Using the perturbation idea [18] [19] [20] [21] , authors of this work dealt with the modal behaviors of cylindrical ultrasonic stators [25] . Kumar and Krousgrill [26] also examined these on the basis of disk-shaped ultrasonic stators. The above two studies obtained similar results to those in Refs. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , though the emphasis was placed on the engineering application of the modal criteria. However, for the stators in this work, especially for those having larger teeth, the perturbation premise, widely employed in the literature, may not be satisfied any more, and thus whether the above criteria can still be held or not needs to be further examined.
It is to be noted that the above criteria are obtained normally using purely flexural deflection probably because it would be cumbersome when including as many deflections as possible in only one model especially for diverse topologies and boundary conditions. Even so, the subsequent analysis is another difficulty to be overcome. To obtain unified explanation, Wickert and his colleagues [19] proposed a general treatment using the perturbation principle. Shen and his colleagues [23, 24] also proposed a method based on structural periodicity and utilized it to predict mode contamination. Mainly motivated by Refs. [6, 27] , the authors of this work presented a vibration superposition method and employed it to examine the elastic vibration of the axisymmetric rotor [14] and ring gear [28] . While the proposed method can deal with flexural and extensional deflections, the two studies used smooth assumption. Further research is needed to precisely address the forced vibration, especially for those cases incorporating the frequency splitting and mode contamination.
This work intends to examine the phasing effect of the slot/ magnet combination on the forced in-plane rigid-elastic vibration of ring-shaped periodic stators by using the superposition method and shed some light on its expanding application to general rotary power-transmission systems. Emphasis is placed on the analytical prediction of the rigid-elastic vibration at repeated and splitting modes of such systems. Numerical simulation is provided to verify analytical predictions. To aid verification and gain general findings, the elastic vibration of disk-shaped structures is also predicted, and the results are strictly compared with an existing work [21] . Expanding research is also carried out to achieve more findings for the general rotary systems having such cyclically symmetric topologies by using the proposed method.
2 Analysis of Rigid-Elastic Vibration 2.1 Assumptions and Simplifications. The periodic stator is modeled as a two-dimensional elastic ring or disk with equallyspaced teeth around the stator yoke. The mass and stiffness deviations from axisymmetry are assumed to be small, and the stator's boundary is set free during the analysis such that the periodicity is only embodied by slots, though analytical findings can still be obtained even when introducing additional support according to the generality of the proposed method and analytical findings in Ref. [19] . The magnetic force on the stator is introduced to excite the rigid-elastic vibration, though the analysis here is applicable to the rotor's vibration due to electrical and mechanical symmetries [11] . Besides, while the stator is of a classical traveling-load system [29] , the force is assumed to be in a concentrated form.
2.2 Method of Analysis. This work intends to utilize the superposition principle [14, 28, 30] to capture the phasing effect of the slot/magnet combination on the rigid-elastic vibration of the periodic stator and expand this straightforward principle to predict the unique vibration of the general rotary power-transmission systems widely available in practical engineering.
This principle is based on axisymmetric topology and periodically varying excitation avoiding the task of developing a specific mathematical model. Such a principle can create a oneto-one correspondence between the harmonic excitation and excited wave number. For the periodic stator, however, the geometrical and constructional irregularity can lead to mode contamination and enrich the frequency spectrum, and thus one-to-many correspondence can occur. Further, many-to-many correspondence can be formed due to the temporal harmonics in excitation and spatial ones in mode shape. Even so, one can examine the harmonic vibration to predict the overall response using such principle as well as the available criteria on frequency splitting and mode contamination [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Note that, since the structural periodicity should be included to identify precise predictions, the proposed method needs to be further developed to manage this change. Anyhow, based on the correspondence above, the relationships between the slot/magnet combination and rigidelastic vibration can be identified because the harmonic excitation frequency is determined by the combination and rotary speed.
The main discussion will be confined to a ring-shaped periodic stator, though arguments are applicable to a disk-shaped stator because the idea behind the proposed treatment is virtually based on symmetry and independent of any specific models. In this sense, the stator under consideration can be more general instead of only ring and disk shapes. That is, this method allows an easy and general prediction of the dynamic behaviors of the rotary power-transmission systems with cyclically symmetric topology across various fields. To justify these, the finite element results are presented and strict comparisons with an available study [21] are made.
Elastic Vibration of Ideally Axisymmetric
Stator. This work is focused on the periodic stator, and the harmonic vibration is first examined to provide preliminary insight into the periodic stator's vibration. Figure 1 illustrates a sample three-slot stator and the superposition of elastic waves similar to a previous work [14] . The reference frame {o, r, h} is fixed to the stator with origin h ¼ 0 aligned along the center of the first tooth, and thus its initially spatial phase is at w 1 ¼ 0. W l si is the lth harmonic vibration excited by the magnetic force on the ith (i ¼ 1, 2, 3) tooth, as shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c) . The overall response can thus be obtained via superposition of the waves with distinct temporalspatial phases, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . In this sense, the proposed method in the previous work can still be applicable when addressing harmonic or even overall vibration.
Since the motor is of cyclic symmetry, each tooth sees magnet N m times per revolution in the current frame. From the stator's perspective, the fundamental frequency of magnetic force can be stated mathematically as
where N m and x 0 are the number of magnet and revolution, respectively. The elastic vibrations produced by the magnetic forces on the teeth are identical with the exception of phase lags.
Assuming that the lth harmonic vibration excited by the magnetic force on the ith tooth is in form of
where A l ðrÞ, n, h, w i , and u i are magnitude, wave number, spatial angle, initial spatial phase, and initial temporal phase, respectively. c h ðtÞ and c t ðtÞ account for the relative spatial and temporal phase lags between the force and response, thereof.
The initial spatial phase with regard to the ith tooth is
The initial temporal-and spatial-phases of the ith tooth are related by [11, 14] 
The overall response through the N s stator teeth is
The following identities hold for integer values of K and N [27]
According to Eqs. (1)- (6), typical vibrations can be summarized in Table 1 , where Q is an integer. The lth vibration is suppressed for the first case whereas the lth backward traveling, forward traveling, and standing waves are excited, respectively, for other cases. However, the results are true only for perfect axisymmetry. When introducing imperfection, things will be too large a degree different, especially when incorporating rigid and elastic vibrations combined with the frequency splitting and mode contamination [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Note that if c h ðtÞ and c t ðtÞ are not taken into account during the analysis, the same results as the previous work [14] can still be found, but the new procedure here describes a more general case.
Rigid-Elastic Vibration of Periodic Stator.
The rigid in-plane vibration induced by the CT and UMF can exhibit rotational and/or translational motions whereas the elastic one can be in the form of standing or traveling waves or their mixtures, which can be more complex when considering structural periodicity. To be specific, the periodicity and excitation order can determine the rigid vibration modes, and the periodicity and wave number jointly govern the elastic vibration modes. As a result, there can be an inherent connection between the rigid and elastic vibrations embodied by the periodicity, wave number, and excitation order. To capture these in an effective manner, further analysis is carried out below based on the rigid vibration results in Refs. [6, 11] and in conjunction with the elastic ones in Table 1. 2.4.1 Rigid Vibration. Whatever the periodicity is included or not, the rigid rotational and translational vibrations can be, respectively, excited for lN m ¼ QN s and lN m ¼ QN s 6 1 for single- [6] and multiple-frequency excitations with three typical phases [11] . It is important to note that the analysis in this section is essentially the same as the existing study [11] but in a different manner by introducing phasing factors in order to help to address the relationship between the rigid and elastic vibrations, which is defined as
where MOD is the integer remainder. This factor is closely related to the slot/magnet combination, magnetic force, and rigid vibration. According to Eq. (7) and Ref. [11] , three possibilities can be found by basic operations: (a) if k 1 ¼ 0, the CT will be excited but the UMF will be suppressed, and thus the rotation and translation will be excited and suppressed, respectively; (b) if
, the CT will be suppressed but the UMF excited, and consequently the rotation and translation are suppressed and excited, respectively; (c) if k 1 ¼ 2; 3; 4; :::; N s À 2, both will be suppressed simultaneously. The three cases can be, respectively, 
defined as rigid-rotational modes (R-RM), rigid-translational modes (R-TM), and rigid-balanced modes (R-BM).
To incorporate the effect of the symmetry, like the previous studies [11, 14] , this work introduces the largest common factor (LCF) C of the slot and magnet numbers, which can mathematically narrow the range of the phasing factor and, consequently, some vibrations can naturally disappear. For example if C > 1, the factor is satisfied with k 1 6 ¼ 1; N s À 1, and thus the R-TM vanishes, and the survival modes are R-RM for k 1 ¼ 0 and R-BM for k 1 ¼ C; 2C; 3C;:::;N s À C.
The above results imply that the slot/magnet combination significantly affects the three typical rigid vibrations. The R-BM can disappear for a three-slot stator, and only the rotational and translational modes remain because the factor has no choice but to adopt the value of zero or one. If the slot number is greater than the value of three, the three modes can be excited. However, as mentioned above, these results are only confined to the axisymmetric stator. When incorporating the deviation from axisymmetry, many differences can be found due to the natural frequency splitting and mode contamination.
Mode Contamination.
According to the existing literature [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , one can conclude that the base and contaminated wave numbers n and m are satisfied with m6n ¼ QN s , and thus these waves at the splitting modes for the stator with an odd tooth number are n ¼ N s and m ¼ QN s , but for an even tooth number they become n ¼ N s /2 and m ¼ QN s /2, respectively. Based on these, if m 1 and m 2 are satisfied with m 1 6n ¼ QN s and m 2 6n ¼ QN s , one can obtain m 1 6m 2 ¼ QN s , implying that the wave numbers and their algebraic sum are all satisfied with the existing criterion. Without any loss of generality, the following takes m as an example to address the rigid-elastic vibration.
Rigid-Elastic Vibration at Repeated Modes.
Since the vibration is closely related to the slot/magnet combination, to facilitate the analysis here, this section defines another factor as
Given Eqs. (7) and (8) and in conjunction with the results in Table 1 , one can obtain: (i) if k 1 þ k 2 6 ¼ N s and k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , the elastic vibration will be suppressed; (ii) if k 1 þ k 2 ¼ N s and k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , the backward traveling wave will be excited; (iii) if k 1 þ k 2 6 ¼ N s and k 1 ¼ k 2 , the forward one will be excited; and (iv) if
, the standing wave will be excited. Assuming that notations "þ," "-," and "#" imply the forward traveling, backward traveling, and standing waves, respectively, from Eqs. (7) and (8), if C ¼ 1, several possibilities can be obtained: (a) if k 1 ¼ 0, the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be excited and suppressed, respectively. Since the contaminated deflections are satisfied with m 6 ¼ QN s at the repeated modes leading to k 2 6 ¼ 0, the elastic vibration is suppressed and only the rigid one remains (R-RM). (b) If k 1 ¼ 1 or N s À 1, and k 1 ¼ k 2 , the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be suppressed and excited, respectively, and thus the forward traveling waves with QN s 61 wave numbers will be excited. This is defined as rigid-elastic translational modes with forward traveling
, and k 1 þ k 2 ¼ N s , the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be suppressed and excited, respectively, and the backward traveling waves with QN s Ç 1 wave numbers will be excited. This is defined as rigid-elastic translational modes with backward traveling wave (R-E-TM -). (d) If k 1 ¼ 2; 3; 4;:::;N s À 2, k 1 þ k 2 ¼ N s , and k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be both suppressed. The backward traveling waves with QN s Ç ð2; 3;4; ::: INTðN s =2Þ À 1Þ wave numbers will be excited. This is defined as rigid-elastic balanced modes with backward traveling wave (R-E-BM -). (e) If k 1 ¼ 2; 3; 4;:::;N s À 2, k 1 þ k 2 6 ¼ N s and k 1 ¼ k 2 , the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be suppressed. The forward traveling waves with QN s 6ð2; 3;4; :::INTðN s =2Þ À 1Þ wave numbers will be excited, which is defined as rigid-elastic balanced modes with a forward traveling wave (R-E-BM þ ). If the LCF is satisfied with C > 1, the rigid-elastic vibration can be: (a) if k 1 ¼ 0, the factor k 2 is certainly satisfied with k 2 ¼ 0, and thus the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be excited and suppressed, respectively, and thus the standing waves with QN s wave numbers will be excited. This is defined as rigidelastic rotational modes with standing wave (R-E-RM
, the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be both suppressed. Meanwhile the standing waves with QN s þ N s =2 wave numbers are excited, which is defined as rigid-elastic balanced modes (R-E-BM # ). (c) If k 1 ¼ C; 2C; 3C; :::;N s À C, k 1 þ k 2 ¼ N s , and k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , the rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be both suppressed whereas the backward traveling waves with QN s Ç ðC; 2C; 3C; :::INTðN s =ð2CÞÞ ÀCÞ wave numbers will be excited, and thus the R-E-BM -is excited.
Rigid-Elastic
Vibration at Splitting Modes. From Eqs. (7) and (8) However, since the base and harmonic wave numbers at the splitting modes in a stator with an even tooth number are n ¼ N s /2 and m ¼ QN s /2, respectively [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , the exciting condition becomes 2lN m ¼ n or m, and thus one can have 2lN m ¼ QN s . To aid the analysis, define a new factor as
The LCF is naturally satisfied with C > 1 for the even tooth number. According to Eqs. (7) and (9), one can obtain: (a) if k 1 ¼ 0, the factor is k 3 ¼ 0, and thus rigid rotational and translational vibrations will be excited and suppressed, respectively. 
Rigid
, and y 6 ¼ N s /2}. In these conditions, INT is the integral function. Basically, the unique excitation and vibration result from the cyclic symmetry of the PM motors. To be specific, the overall response depends on modal properties and excitation configurations, which are determined by the slot/magnet combination.
It is to be noted that while the stator is treated as a free body without any constrains, the ring on a general elastic foundation shares very similar splitting and contamination criteria in common with other structures [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Thus, similar vibration behaviors can be obtained by using the same superposition idea with the exception of replacing the original slot number with the harmonic structural period. In addition, compared with the previous work [14, 28] , the simulation here does not consider the extensional deflection. Expansions of the current research by including this deflection could provide additional results on the forced rigidelastic vibration, though this deflection is generally associated with high-order modals because the flexibility here is mainly embodied by the stator tooth rather than the stator yoke. Anyhow, since the superposition analysis is not confined to a specific deflection, the method and conclusions can apply to those cases without the relaxation of the inextensional-deflection assumption. 3.1 Modal Properties. The primary concern of this section is the validity of the existing splitting and contamination criteria [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] for the periodic stators under consideration, which determines the applicability of the superposition operation when predicting the forced vibration.
Method Validation
3.1.1 Theoretical Analysis. According to the well-accepted criteria [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Table 4 . Theoretically, there is not any contaminated deflection for the sine modes at splitting natural frequencies. It is to be noted that the above predictions need to be further verified due to the larger tooth on stators, which can lead to certain deviation from the classical results because of the unsatisfaction of the perturbation premise by the larger tooth. Table 4 . Figures 3(b) and 3(c) illustrate the harmonics at repeated modes 655 Hz, where the base wave number is n ¼ 2, and dominant harmonics are m ¼ 4, 5, 7, 10,… in the cosine and sine components. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) illustrate the harmonics at splitting modes 1705 and 1221 Hz, where the wave numbers are n ¼ 3 and m ¼ 6, 9, 12,… in the cosine component. In principle, there should not be any contaminated wave in the sine component, but a sufficiently small amplitude still exists probably due to computation error, as shown in Fig. 3(f) . Note that the vibration modes in Figs. 3(g) and 3(j) are significantly distorted in appearance due to the abundant Table 2 Rigid-elastic vibration at repeated modes Table 3 Rigid-elastic vibration at splitting modes . At the splitting modes 2564 and 2882 Hz, the wave numbers are n ¼ 3 and m ¼ 6, 9,… in the cosine component (Fig. 3(n) ), but in the sine component all contaminated harmonics are significantly suppressed (Fig. 3(o) ). At the repeated modes 4173 Hz, the base wave number is n ¼ 4, and the dominant harmonics are m ¼ 1, 2, 5,… in the cosine and sine components (Figs. 3(q) and 3(r)). The above results are consistent with the analytical predictions in Table 4 . Figure 4 illustrates the natural frequencies and vibration modes of case II. This case has six slots as opposed to the three in case I. (Fig. 5(e) ) and m ¼ 9,… in the cosine component ( Fig. 5(f) ). These results are to-a-certain-degree different from those in the existing literature. At the repeated modes 3123 Hz and 4153 Hz, the deflections in Figs there is an increase for the corresponding natural frequencies with the same base wave numbers, but the existing splitting and contamination criteria are still held for case II. In this sense, these results are consistent with the analytical ones in Table 4 .
Not considering calculation error, the numerical results imply that the natural frequency splitting criteria [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] are still held even for stator with larger teeth. Thus, the assumption of the small deviation from the axisymmetry due to the stator teeth can still be used. Physically speaking, while these teeth are larger and exhibit a certain local deflection especially those in Fig. 2 , the interface to the stator yoke and, thus, the influence of the teeth on the yoke's mass and stiffness is relatively small, which is an important premise for the perturbation operation in Refs. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Based on these, the original superposition method [14] can be reasonably extended to periodic stators. Tables 2 and 3 , the forced vibration can be predicted and summarized in Tables 5  and 6 , where u 1 , v 1 , u 2 , and v 2 denote nonnegative integers. The results imply that the occurrence and suppression of the forced elastic vibrations are determined by the combination of slot number, magnet number, excitation harmonic, and wave order. In other words, mechanical resonance can occur only for some particular combinations. Physically speaking, these are due to mechanical and magnetic symmetries as well as various magnetic excitations having different temporal-and spatial-phases. Tables 5 and 6 are obtained by using the superposition of elastic vibration rather than magnetic excitation, but to aid the verification, the magnetic force must be first introduced to excite the elastic vibration, as mentioned earlier. Like the previous studies [11, 14] , the concentrated force is still employed to equivalently replace the distributed one. The temporal phases of the harmonic forces on the two stators are 2pl(i -1) Â 4/3 (i ¼ 1, 2, 3; l ¼ 1, 2, 3…) and 2pl(i -1) Â 4/6 (i ¼ 1, 2, 3,…, 6; l ¼ 1, 2, 3…), respectively, which can be accomplished by entering the real and imaginary components of the forces [14, 28] . Figure 6 illustrates the harmonic forces on the three-slot (Fig. 6(a) ) and six-slot (Fig. 6(b) ) motors, where F should be pointed out that 2564 Hz is of a splitting frequency for n ¼ 3, which is also excited but with remarkably small amplitude. Because lN m ¼ 1 Â 4 ¼ 4 is not equal to the base or contaminated wave numbers of the cosine or sine components, the excitation of 2564 Hz in Fig. 7 (a) may result from calculation error.
Forced Elastic Vibration

Theoretical Prediction. According to
Numerical Calculation.
The natural frequencies 1705 Hz and 2564 Hz in Fig. 7 (b) are both excited by the third harmonic force, where the base wave numbers are n ¼ {3, 3}, and the harmonics are m ¼ {6,…} and {6,…}. According to Fig. 3 , they are related to the splitting frequencies (others are 1221 Hz and 2882 Hz). The base wave numbers in Fig. 7(b) are both equal to the value of three, and the contaminated waves of the cosine components are 6, 12,…, and those of the sine components are all suppressed as expected. Because lN m ¼ 3 Â 4 ¼ 12 is equal to the contaminated wave numbers of the cosine components, they are excited in Fig. 7(b) . The excitation of the 655 Hz and 2327 Hz may result from calculation error because their exciting conditions are not satisfied by parameter combination.
Similarly, for case II in Fig. 8 , only the first and third harmonics are considered. It can be observed from Fig. 8(a) (4 or 3, 0) , (2 or 3, 2), (7 or 3, 1)}, which can be integer values satisfying
and consequently the associated waves are all excited. Analogous to Fig. 7 , identical results can be found for another modal in Fig. 8(a) . Besides, the excitations of 1901 Hz and 4153 Hz may result from calculation error.
As for the third harmonic in Fig. 8(b) , however, the natural frequencies 681 Hz, 3123 Hz, and 4153 Hz are all related to the repeated modes, which are all suppressed because the arguments (n 6 lN m )/N s and (m 6 lN m )/N s are noninteger values (k 1 þ k 2 6 ¼ N s and k 1 6 ¼ k 2 ). At the splitting frequency 1901 Hz, since 2lN m ¼ 2 Â 3 Â 4 ¼ 24 equals the contaminated wave number, the cosine component can be excited. However, because of the remarkable smallness of the amplitude of the contaminated wave m ¼ 24, the amplitude of the corresponding forced vibration is significantly small.
Generally speaking, the above results are consistent with the analytical predictions in Tables 5 and 6 when not considering calculation errors. Although the real response is the superposition of the harmonic ones with different temporal-and spatial-phases, the results have a certain general meaning for linear systems, and the aforementioned many-to-many correspondence between the magnetic force and elastic vibration can also be verified in the same manner. Nevertheless, since the numerical results are limited to the frequency domain, the possible response patterns, including the standing, forward, and backward traveling waves, need to be further addressed. To this aim, strict comparison and verification are carried out as follows.
Vibration Prediction of Disk-Shaped Periodic Structures
While the present focus is on the ring-shaped stator, others like disk-shaped structures can be analyzed in a similar fashion without any essential change to the proposed method due to the fact that no over restriction is imposed on it except for symmetry. Another important reason is from the general modal behaviors proved by Wickert et al. [18] [19] [20] [21] . They did research on the free and forced vibrations of disk-shaped and even general periodic structures. This section intends to predict the vibration behaviors via the proposed analytical method and verify them by strict comparisons with those in Ref. [21] . Figure 9 illustrates two periodic systems, where Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) are the disk-shaped structure in Ref. [21] . The former depicts a centrally clamped bladed disk with five identical sector-shaped blades (N s ¼ 5), and the harmonic pressure source travels clockwise relative to the disk. The latter is the spin test rig, where the N f air jet nozzles are equally placed around the disk, and the pressure distribution is applied to obtain the N f th harmonic excitation. For the purpose of comparison, Fig. 9(c) presents the schematic of the PM motors. Practically speaking, these systems are characterized as the external symmetry embodied by the features including the bladed disk, evenly spaced air jet nozzles, rotor, and stator, which repeat themselves after a certain amount of rotation, naturally creating unique vibrations compared with asymmetrical systems.
Structure Comparisons.
Excitation Analysis.
The excitations, including the fluent force in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) and the magnetic force in Fig.  9(c) , can exhibit unique configurations due to the external symmetric topology, very much like the mesh excitations being in phase, sequential phase, and counter phase for planetary gears [31] . Further, if the LCF of the features is greater than unity, translational forces will be naturally suppressed like those in the planetary gears [28] and PM motors [14] . Affected by symmetric topology and excitation configuration, unique forced vibration and, in particular, the relationships between the parameter combination and forced elastic vibration of the bladed disk can be identified. Tables 7 and 8 in Ref. [21] present the feature numbers, excitation orders, and base and contaminated wave numbers of the bladed disk. The notations " þ " and "-" denote the satisfied criterion (n þ m)/N s ¼ integer and (n -m)/ Table 8 are all satisfied with the similar criteria. These properties provide a premise for the forced vibration prediction by using the proposed method in this work. Table 5 Forced elastic vibrations of case I
Modal Properties.
Suppressed Excited 4.4 Forced Elastic Vibration. Table 9 presents the forced elastic vibrations via the superposition method, where the notations "þ" and "-" further indicate the forward and backward traveling waves, and "#" means standing wave. According to the analytical analysis, there are three typical cases due to different excitation configurations.
For case A, taking the first harmonic (l ¼ 1) into account, if the base wave number n ¼ 4, the corresponding factors are 
, and consequently, the forward traveling wave is excited. Other harmonic vibrations can be analyzed in the same way and similar results can be identified.
For case B, if the base wave number n ¼ 4, the factors are Transactions of the ASME satisfying k 1 ¼ k 2 6 ¼ N s /2, and thus the forward traveling wave is excited; if m ¼ 9 and 14, the corresponding factors are
and thus the backward traveling wave excited. Other vibration can be addressed in a similar fashion and similar results can be found. For case C, since the base wave number is n ¼ 5, which is equal to the feature number, the associated degenerate frequencies for an axisymmetric structure split into distinct ones. According to the analytical predictions, the standing wave is excited at the corresponding base waves of the cosine and sine components, but suppressed at harmonic waves of the sine component because the excitation number is l Â N ¼ 1 Â 5 ¼ 5 equal to the base wave number.
It is to be noted that considering the excitation's propagation direction in Ref. [21] , the above traveling wave directions need to be reversed to adapt to the current analysis, though the standing waves are not affected. The above results are summarized in Table 10 , which are identical with those in Ref. [21] .
Since the superposition method is independent of any specific deflection, it can also address the phasing effect of the basic parameter combination on the extensional deflection and, thus, offer more potential harmful resonance in practical engineering. Nevertheless, it cannot determine the quantitative amplitude whereas the perturbation method can.
The comparisons imply that although the excitation in this work is in the form of concentrated force, the fact is that the load is exerted by the rotor magnet, which is in essence of a traveling load around the stator. Whatever the excitation patterns are assumed to be, the consistency can still be found. In other words, while the ring-and disk-shaped periodic structures and their excitations are to-a-certain-degree different, the main results in this work are well consistent with those in Ref. [21] , which, on one hand, verifies the suitability of the superposition method to the disk-shaped structures, and on the other hand, this method is mathematically effective when analyzing the forced elastic vibrations of the general rotationally periodic structures.
Expanding Application to Cyclically Symmetric Systems
Apart from the PM motors, there exist abundant cyclically symmetric power-transmission systems in diverse branches of practical engineering, typically including turbine machines [32] and planetary gears [27, 28, 33] , as shown in Fig. 10 . These systems are all characterized as symmetric topology and fluctuating inner excitations, including the magnet force in PM motors, fluid force in turbine machines, and mesh force in planetary gears [30] . Preceding sections address the phasing effect of the symmetric topology on the rigid-elastic vibration induced by the above excitations in the ring-and disk-shaped periodic structures using the superposition method. A generalization to other symmetric systems seems straightforward mainly attributing to the proposed model-free and symmetry-based analysis in this work. In fact, an initial attempt in this regard has been made, though only rigid rotational vibration was addressed [30] .
Basically, the rotary power-transmission systems can be reduced to a rotary rotor and stationary stator both having equallyspaced features, as shown in Fig. 10(c) . Features in this figure are subjected to excitationsẽ i (i ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::N r ) andf j (j ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::N s ), the frequencies of which are N r x r and N s x r (x r being the rotary speed), respectively, and the initial spatial angles of which are w ri and w sj , respectively, on the rotor and stator sides relative to the horizontal direction. The features in practice can be the magnet and tooth in PM motors, the vane and blade in turbine machines, and the gear tooth or planet gear in planetary gears. According to previous studies, there are two kinds of excitations, respectively, on the rotor and stator sides [11, 30] , the phases of which can be mathematically written as u ri ¼ w ri N s and u sj ¼ w sj N r , respectively. Following a similar superposition treatment outlined above with PM motors, similar results can be found at the splitting as well as repeated modes via the substitution of N m with N r such that the original treatment can still work. 
Nevertheless, necessary change can be made to the superposition treatment due to the structural difference in the two components considered. For instance, compared with the previous study [14] , this work examines the stator instead of rotor's elastic vibration. To correctly predict vibration, the original exciting criterion needs to be altered from ðn6lN s Þ=N m to ðn6lN m Þ=N s , that is, the slot and magnet numbers need to switch positions with each other, leading to similar results as before. Thus, results from the rotor and stator sides jointly explain the rigid-elastic vibration of the periodic structures, as indicated by the previous studies [11, 30] .
Noting that Fig. 10 (c) only illustrates the modeling of ringshaped structures, the superposition idea can apply to other shapes, such as the disk or even other topologies, as mentioned earlier. One reason is the generalization of the proposed method, where the consistency with the existing results in Ref. [21] is a case in point, and the other is the common modal behaviors verified by Refs. [19, 23] . These lead naturally to a unified explanation for the unique vibration of rotary systems due to the topology and force symmetries governed by the basic features within periodic structures. Basically, the knowledge of the feature number, harmonic order, and wave number is sufficient for predicting the rigid-elastic vibration behaviors.
While the superposition method is simple, straightforward, mathematically effective, and easy to implement for rigid as well as rigid-elastic vibrations even when considering the frequency splitting and mode contamination, it is virtually of a static analysis due to the neglecting of rotation effect. More interesting and important findings can be found while resorting to a rigorous mathematical model, especially taking rotation effect into account for those high-speed systems. Besides, this work deals with the free and forced vibrations, but the rotary systems are in general subjected to parametric excitations mathematically embodied as the temporal-varying coefficients appearing in the equation of motion of the physical system. Further research can be done to examine the parametric vibration and clarify the corresponding relationships between the free and parametric vibrations in the context of the rigid-elastic vibration of cyclically symmetric powertransmission systems.
Conclusions
This work deals with the in-plane vibration of the PM motors with emphasis on the analytical prediction of the periodic stator's vibration and expanding application to general cyclically symmetric systems. Main work and conclusions are as follows:
(1) The superposition method is expanded from the axisymmetry to periodicity context such that the inherent connections between mechanical and magnetic symmetries governed by periodic features and unique rigid-elastic vibration can be addressed by fully incorporating natural frequency splitting and mode contamination of rotary power-transmission systems. (2) Relationships between slot/magnet combination and elastic vibration are clarified directly by using the vibration superposition and determined as simple closed-form expressions in basic parameters. The elastic vibrations can be suppressed or excited depending on whether particular algebraic relationships are satisfied by parameters. Traveling and standing waves can be, respectively, excited at the repeated and splitting modes. 5) The results imply that the slot/magnet combination has a significant phasing effect on the rigid-elastic vibration. Balanced modes disappear in the three-slot stator, and thus only rotational and translational modes remain. If the slot number is greater than the value of three, the three modes can be excited. If the LCF of the combination is greater than unity, translational modes vanish. (6) The results also show that ring-and disk-shaped periodic structures share identical relationships between basic parameters, including the feature number, wave number and excitation order, and rigid-elastic vibration. These can be practically utilized to predict or even suppress potential rigid-elastic resonance via proper parameter selection. (7) Since the superposition method is virtually independent of any models but, on the basis of structural and force symmetries, it has general meaning and applies to general rotationally power-transmission systems normally with temporaland spatial-varying excitations, such as turbine machines and planetary gears having ring-or disk-shaped periodic topology.
